Previously, a charge balance hypothesis was proposed to explain hepatitis B virus (HBV) capsid stability, assembly, RNA encapsidation, and DNA replication. This hypothesis emphasized the importance of a balanced electrostatic interaction between the positive charge from the arginine-rich domain (ARD) of the core protein (HBc) and the negative charge from the encapsidated nucleic acid. It remains unclear if any of the negative charge involved in this electrostatic interaction could come from the HBc protein per se, in addition to the encapsidated nucleic acid. HBc ARD IV mutant 173GG and ARD II mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A are arginine deficient and replication defective. Not surprisingly, the replication defect of ARD IV mutant 173GG can be rescued by restoring positively charged amino acids at the adjacent positions 174 and 175. However, most interestingly, it can be at least partially rescued by reducing negatively charged residues in the assembly domain, such as by glutamic acid-to-alanine (E-to-A) substitutions at position 46 or 117 and to a much lesser extent at position 113. Similar results were obtained for ARD II mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A. These amino acids are located on the inner surfaces of HBc icosahedral particles, and their acidic side chains point toward the capsid interior. For HBV DNA synthesis, the relative amount of positive versus negative charge in the electrostatic interactions is more important than the absolute amount of positive or negative charge. These results support the concept that balanced electrostatic interaction is important during the viral life cycle.
Human hepatitis B virus (HBV) is an important human pathogen (5, 27, 34) that can replicate via an RNA intermediate (31, 33) . Wild-type (WT) HBV core protein (HBc) is 183 amino acids long (adr and ayw subtypes) and consists of two distinct domains connected by a hinge region. The assembly domain spans amino acids 1 to 140, and the arginine-rich domain (ARD) spans amino acids 150 to 183. The ARD of HBc 150-183 is not required for capsid assembly in Escherichia coli (4, 8, 10, 21, 35) . During nucleocapsid (capsid) formation, the HBc protein assembles into an icosahedral particle via a dimer intermediate (32) . The ARD of HBc is known to be capable of binding to nucleic acids (12, 25) . Serine phosphorylation at the C terminus of HBc is known to be important for RNA encapsidation, DNA synthesis, and virion secretion (2, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19, 24, 26, 39, 40) . To date, there is no structural information available for the C terminus of HBc in capsids (32) . The 4-helix bundle structure of HBc capsids is based on a C-terminally truncated capsid protein, HBc149 (6, 7, 36) . Our research progress in the study of HBV biology has been hampered due to the lack of structural information about the HBc C-terminal tail, which plays an important regulatory role throughout the life cycle of HBV.
Recently, we proposed a hypothesis that "charge balance" could be important for HBV capsid stability, assembly, RNA encapsidation, and DNA replication (17) . This hypothesis postulates that many important viral activities could be influenced by the electrostatic interaction between the positive charge of the basic amino acid-rich domains of a nucleocapsid protein and the negative charge of the nucleocapsid-associated nucleic acids (17) . Previously, we and others demonstrated that a mutant HBc 164, which lacks a total of eight arginine residues at the C terminus, can package both the nonspliced 3.5-kb pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) and the 2.2-kb spliced RNA (14, 17) . However, pgRNA encapsidated by HBc 164 is RNase sensitive, while the encapsidated 2.2-kb spliced RNA is RNase resistant. The pgRNA and spliced RNA encapsidated by the full-length wild-type HBc 183 is also RNase resistant (14, 17) . This result provided us with the first clue to invoke the previously coined "charge balance hypothesis" of RNA encapsidation and capsid stability (17) . In subsequent studies, we added arginines back to the truncated HBc 164 gradually and noted that core particle-associated viral DNA also increased gradually in both size and intensity. This result provided us with the second clue to expand the previous hypothesis from RNA encapsidation to include viral DNA synthesis (17) . Instead of totally nonquantitative or nonspecific binding between nucleic acids and a basic protein, our electrostatic-interaction hypothesis entails a stoichiometry-like concept between basic residues and their binding partner of nucleic acids. One of the reasons for such a demand for a more quantitative charge-charge interaction could be related to the putative intersubunit positive-charge repulsion built into the context of an icosahedral particle (22) .
We and others demonstrated previously that truncated HBc 173 (also denoted HBc 173RR in Fig. 1 ) is sufficient for a WT-like DNA phenotype (17, 20) . Mutant 173GG, containing two substitutions from arginine (R) to glycine (G) at codons 172 and 173 of HBc 173, exhibited a shorter-than-full-length HBV DNA phenotype, suggesting the importance of sufficient positive charge for viral DNA synthesis (17) .
To test further the effect of electrostatic interaction on viral DNA synthesis, we asked if one could restore the DNA replication defect of the arginine-deficient ARD IV mutant 173GG or ARD II mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A by reducing their negative charges at specific positions. Indeed, our results showed that a single substitution from glutamic acid to alanine (E-to-A) at position 46 or 117, and to a lesser extent at position 113, could restore the WT-like DNA replication in the context of ARD IV mutant 173GG. Similarly, in the context of ARD II mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A, both E46A and E117A could rescue the full-length single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and relaxed-circle (RC) DNA syntheses.
Using an in vitro capsid assembly/disassembly assay, we demonstrated that the capsid stability of both wild-type full-length HBc 183 and truncated HBc 173 capsid particles from E. coli are dependent on the presence of encapsidated RNA (22) . Upon treatment with micrococcal nuclease, encapsidated RNAs were digested and lost, leading to capsid disassembly. In this study, we demonstrated that mutant 173GG maintained capsid stability upon the loss of encapsidated RNA, probably due to the loss of intersubunit positive charge repulsion at ARD IV. Interestingly, when mutation E117A was introduced into the context of mutant 173GG, the capsid stability of mutant capsids E117A/173GG was once again dependent on the FIG. 1. Arginine-deficient HBc mutants SVC173GG and SVC173/R157A/R158A exhibited a short DNA phenotype by complementation and Southern blot analysis. (A) To test the balanced electrostatic-interaction hypothesis, we engineered various HBc mutants with different arginine contents. The experimental approach is illustrated in the cartoon. (B) Amino acid sequence comparisons among the WT and HBc mutants. The hyphens represent amino acid sequences identical to that of the parental WT HBc. Roman numbers I to IV indicate the four different ARDs at the C terminus of HBc. The names SVC 173RR and SVC173 are used interchangeably in this paper. ARD IV mutant 173GG contains two arginine-to-glycine substitutions at positions 172 and 173, while ARD II mutant SVC173/R157A/R158A contains two arginine-to-alanine substitutions at positions 157 and 158. To further test the balanced electrostatic-interaction hypothesis, we restored arginines at the new positions 174 and 175 in mutant 175GGRR. (C, top) Plasmid 1903, an HBV genomic dimer containing an ablated core AUG initiation codon, was cotransfected with WT or various mutant core expression plasmids into Huh7 cells. HBV core-associated DNAs were analyzed by Southern blot analysis. The positive control mutant SVC173RR was WT-like in viral DNA synthesis (17, 20) . More mature RC DNA of HBV was almost undetectable in mutants 173GG and 173/R157A/R158A, even after very long exposure to X-ray film. The replication defect of mutant 173GG could be rescued in mutant 175GGRR. The asterisk highlights the defect in synthesizing full-length viral DNA. In contrast, the black dots in lane SVC175GGRR highlight the functional rescue of full-length HBV DNA synthesis. SS, ssDNA replicative intermediate. (Bottom) Capsids collected from transfected cell lysates were measured by Western blot analysis using rabbit anti-core antibody.
VOL. 84, 2010 GENOME MATURATION AND NEGATIVE-CHARGE REPULSION 2341 encapsidated RNA in a manner similar to that of its parental mutant, 173. Further studies also revealed that the truncated HBc mutant 172, like mutant 173, is sufficient for HBV DNA replication. Taken together, these results lend strong support to the balanced electrostatic-interaction hypothesis of HBV DNA replication.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids. The core expression vectors SVC WT, SVC 169, SVC 171, SVC 173GG, SVC 173RR, and SVC 173RR/R157A/R158A were used as templates for mutagenesis (17, 22) . The truncated core mutant 172 was made by introducing a stop codon at amino acid 173 in SVC WT. Mutations E40A, E40R, E46A, E46R, E113A, E117A, E46A/E113A, E46A/E117A, E113A/E117A, E46A/ E113A/E117A, and R157A/R158A were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis. The sequences of mutagenesis primers are not shown here. All mutants were confirmed by sequencing. Plasmid 1903 contains a core AUG knockout mutation in the context of the pWT genomic dimer (a replicon) and is unable to synthesize HBc (41).
Transfection, core particle isolation, core-associated HBV DNA extraction, and Southern blotting. Wild-type and mutant core expression plasmids were cotransfected with plasmid 1903 into Huh7 cells using Genejuice (EMD Biosciences) and following the manufacturer's protocol. Intracellular core particles were isolated as previously described (41) . Core-associated HBV DNAs were prepared by protease treatment of isolated core particles, followed by extraction with phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol and precipitated using ethanol. Coreassociated HBV DNA from transfected cells was subjected to Southern blotting as previously described using a vector-free HBV DNA probe.
Native agarose gel and Western blotting of core particles. Nuclear pellets were spun down from cells treated with lysis buffer (0.25% NP-40, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 8% sucrose) 5 days posttransfection. The supernatant was transferred into another tube. Ten microliters of sample (out of 100 microliters) was mixed with loading dye (40% sucrose, 0.25% bromophenol blue) and electrophoresed through a 1% agarose gel in 1ϫ TBE buffer (89 mM Tris-borate, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) for 1 h at 80 V. Core particles were then transferred by capillary action onto nitrocellulose membranes overnight in 2ϫ SSC (0.3 M sodium chloride, 30 mM sodium citrate). The nitrocellulose membrane was blocked with 5% skim milk for 1 h, followed by incubation with rabbit anti-core polyclonal antibody (3) for 1 h. The membrane was then washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 10 min each time and incubated in goat anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibody for 1 h. The membrane was again washed three times with PBS, and the proteins were visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham Co. 
RESULTS
Arginine-deficient and replication-defective core mutants 173GG and 173RR/R157A/R158A. Previously, we and others demonstrated that C-terminally truncated HBc mutant 173 (also named 173RR here) exhibited the same DNA replication phenotype as the wild-type HBV with full-length HBc 183 (17, 20) . Therefore, the last 10 amino acids of HBc (HBc 174-183) are not essential to HBV replication in tissue culture. Here, we chose 173RR as a backbone plasmid to create derivatives to test our balanced electrostatic-interaction hypothesis in this study. Mutant 173GG contains arginine-toglycine substitutions at positions 172 and 173 and exhibits a shorter-than-full-length DNA phenotype by Southern blot analysis ( Fig. 1) .
Unlike some of the previously reported duck hepatitis B virus (DHBV) class II core mutants (38) , this shorter DNA phenotype is not due to digestion of core-associated HBV DNA by exogenous nuclease treatment during the DNA preparation procedure (13) . The same shorter DNA phenotype as in mutant 173GG was observed when viral DNAs were prepared with or without exogenous nuclease treatment (reference 17 and data not shown). By both Northern blot and primer extension analyses, mutant 173GG could encapsidate full-length pgRNA at an efficiency similar to or often higher than that of WT HBV (17) . Therefore, the shorter DNA phenotype of mutant 173GG appears to originate from a defect in DNA synthesis.
Rationale 1. To test the balanced electrostatic-interaction hypothesis of HBV DNA synthesis, we asked if one could induce a shorter DNA phenotype similar to that of mutant 173GG by removing arginines elsewhere within the argininerich domain of HBc. In addition, we asked if the replication defect of mutant 173GG could be restored by adding back positive charges at ectopic positions (other than at amino acid 172 and 173) within the C terminus of HBc.
Charge effect from the C terminus of HBc on viral DNA synthesis. As shown in Fig. 1A , we tested if R-157 and R-158 within the second stretch of ARD II are important for viral DNA synthesis. Furthermore, we asked if R-174 and R-175 in mutant 175GGRR could rescue the replication defect of mutant 173GG ( Fig. 1A and B) . Previously, we constructed the mutant HBV genome 1903, which is replication defective due to the ablated AUG initiation codon of HBc at nucleotide 1903. As shown in Fig. 1C , the genomic dimer of mutant 1903 was cotransfected into Huh7 cells with HBc expression vectors, such as SVC WT, SVC173, and SVC175GGRR. In these three cotransfections, Southern blot analysis of core-associated DNA revealed full-length HBV DNA synthesis. In contrast, cotransfection with either mutant SVC 173GG or mutant SVC173/R157A/R158A (Fig.  1B ) resulted in a shorter-than-full-length DNA genome (Fig. 1C) . ARD III mutant SVC173/R165A/R166A has a DNA phenotype similar to that of mutant SVC173/R157A/ R158A (data not shown). While mutant SVC173/R157A/ R158A exhibited a reduced steady-state level of capsids, mutant 173GG appeared to have abundant capsids in the transfected cell lysate by Western blotting (Fig. 1C, bottom) . Therefore, the short DNA phenotype is not correlated with any apparent capsid instability, which in turn affects viral DNA synthesis. Furthermore, R-157 and R-158 appeared to have stronger effects on capsid stability than R-172 and R-173, while R-174 and R-175 displayed an effect similar to those of R-172 and R-173 on viral DNA synthesis (Fig. 1C) . Taken together, these results support the notion that the total amount of positive charges from the C terminus of HBc 173 core protein is important for viral DNA synthesis. could also contribute to adequate electrostatic interaction. In our prototype hypothesis, we assumed that negative charges involved in the electrostatic interactions are entirely from the encapsidated RNA or DNA (17, 22 ). Here, we tested the possibility that part of the negative charges involved in the electrostatic interaction could originate from the N-terminal domain of HBc. If this is indeed the case, then perhaps one can repair "charge imbalance" caused by arginine deficiency (i.e., negative charge in excess) by reducing the negative charges from those acidic amino acids involved in the electrostatic interaction.
Acidic residues 40, 46, 113, and 117. Using the Swiss PDB viewer program to visualize the core dimer structure, we identified 4 amino acids for further studies. Amino acid E40 on helix ␣2b has its side chain pointing sideways from the capsid interior, while amino acids E46, between helices ␣2b and ␣3, and E113 and E117, on helix ␣5, have their side chains pointing into the capsid interior ( Fig. 2A, top) (6, 7, 36) . E40 appeared to be at a position farther away from the capsid interior than E46, E113, and E117 ( Fig. 2A, bottom) . As shown in Fig. 2B , all four acidic residues are evolutionarily conserved among the primate hepadnaviruses. Unlike position 113, the other three positions, E40, E46, and E117, are even conserved in rodent hepadnaviruses. Our approach here was to ask if the replication defect of mutant 173GG could be rescued via a second mutation by reducing the negative charges at E40, E46, E113, and E117 (Fig. 2C) .
To this end, mutations E40A, E40R, E46A, and E46R were individually introduced into the SVC 173GG context via sitedirected mutagenesis (Fig. 3A) . A complementation experiment similar to that shown in Fig. 1 was conducted. As shown in Fig. 3B , mutants 173GG/E40A and 173GG/E40R had the same DNA phenotype as the parental 173GG, indicating that these two mutants did not rescue the shorter DNA phenotype. Most interestingly, mutant 173GG/E46A exhibited a WT-like DNA phenotype with higher molecular weight and full-length RC DNA (Fig. 3B) . Although mutant 173GG/E46R seemed to have some HBV-specific signals with increased DNA size, its full-length RC signal was weaker. These results suggest that the side chain of core amino acid E46 could be involved in viral DNA replication by contributing to adequate electrostatic interaction. We also observed that all the mutant capsids from (6, 7, 36) . Four residues, E40, E46, E113, and E117, are shown as yellow, pink, green, and cyan sticks, respectively. Unlike that of E40, the side chains of glutamic acids at E46, E113, and E117 point toward the capsid interior. E40 is farther away from the capsid interior than E46, E113, and E117, as is more clearly shown in the illustration of a hexamer (bottom). This dimer structure was created with Discovery Studio 2.0, and the hexamer structure was generated by using Insight II (Accelrys Software Inc.). cell lysates were stable, as determined by native agarose gel electrophoresis and Western blotting (Fig. 3B, bottom) . As a side note, the immunoblot signals of several mutant capsids were stronger than those of wild-type capsids. The negative results of mutations at amino acid 40 served as a good control, indicating that not all acidic residues were involved in the electrostatic interaction and DNA replication. As a control experiment, we introduced mutations E40A, E40R, E46A, and E46R individually into the SVC WT context and detected no significant effect on HBV DNA replication (data not shown). Mutations E113A and E117A were also created in the 173GG context (Fig. 3C) , and were cotransfected into Huh7 cells with plasmid 1903. Southern blot analysis of core-associated HBV DNA showed that 173GG/E117A resulted in a WT-like DNA phenotype (Fig. 3D) , with a significantly increased amount of mature RC form DNA. In contrast, mutant 173GG/E113A exhibited a significantly reduced amount of full-length RC form DNA compared to SVC WT or mutant 173GG/E117A. We also found no significant adverse effect on DNA replication when either the E113A or E117A mutation was placed in the WT core context (reference 16 and data not shown). Mutant capsids from cell lysates were stable by Western blot analysis (Fig. 3D, bottom) . To better resolve HBV ssDNA from RC DNA synthesis, we performed heat denaturation of extracted HBV DNA before agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig.  3E) . While ARD IV mutant 173GG is highly attenuated in overall DNA synthesis, it exhibited very weak full-length ssDNA signal and lack of full-length RC DNA. These DNA replication defects could be rescued by either E46A or E117A mutation. Although E113A could efficiently rescue the full-length ssDNA synthesis, it could not rescue full-length RC DNA synthesis as efficiently as E117A or E46A.
Rationale 3. The short DNA phenotype was observed in arginine-deficient mutants created by R-to-A or R-to-G substitutions at ARD II or ARD IV (Fig. 1) . Since ARD IV mutant 173GG could be at least partially rescued by an E-to-A mutation at amino acid 46, 113, or 117 (Fig. 3) , we asked if ARD II mutant 173/R157A/R158A could also be rescued in a similar manner (Fig. 4) .
When the single mutations E46A and E117A were placed in the context of SVC173/R157A/R158A, significant increases in ssDNA and RC DNA synthesis could be detected (Fig. 4A) . Again, the rescue effect of E113A appeared to be limited to ssDNA, and the full-length RC DNA signal remained weak. In contrast, the rescue effect by double or triple rescue mutations was not as expected. Combinations of rescue mutations appeared to result in more attenuated replication than a single rescue mutation (Fig. 4A) . For example, the triple rescue mutant E46A/E113A/E117A was always very poor in replication in at least 3 independent experiments. We also noted that the double rescue mutant E46A/E113A did not exhibit any detectable full-length RC form DNA in at least 3 independent experiments. Similar to the single rescue results in Fig. 3E and 4B, E117A was always the most efficient for the rescue of full-length RC DNA, while E113A was always the least efficient for the recovery of full-length RC DNA irrespective of the context of 173GG (Fig. 3E) or 173RR/R157A/R158A (Fig.  4A and B) . In general, ARD IV mutant 173GG seemed to have stronger residual replication activity than the ARD II mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A (data not shown).
To better resolve the ssDNA from RC DNA synthesis, we performed heat denaturation experiments. As shown in Fig.  4B , ARD II mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A exhibited reduced replication and the absence of mature RC DNA. Similar to the results in Fig. 3E , both E46A and E117A could efficiently rescue both ssDNA and RC DNA synthesis, while E113A could efficiently rescue only ssDNA synthesis.
Rationale 4. The truncated core mutant SVC 171 has exactly the same number of charged residues as SVC 173GG; however, the former is shorter than the latter by 2 glycine residues at the truncated C terminus. Since mutation E46A can partially restore the DNA replication defect of mutant SVC 173GG (Fig. 3B) , we asked if mutation E46A could also rescue the shorter DNA phenotype of mutants SVC 171 and SVC 169 (Fig. 5A) .
The length effect of the HBc C terminus on DNA replication in the context of mutant E46A. As shown in Fig. 5B , neither mutant SVC 171/E46A nor SVC 169/E46A could synthesize the full-length mature form of RC DNA. Even though mutant SVC 169/E46A seemed to display weaker DNA replication activity than mutant SVC 171/E46A, we found that SVC 169/ E46A capsids were stable and more abundant than SVC WT by Western blotting of intracellular capsids on native agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 5B, bottom) . These results suggest that, in addition to electrostatic interaction, the length of the core protein per se is also important for WT-like DNA replication. It should be noted here that such a length effect of the HBc C terminus on DNA replication is dependent on the presence of an E46A mutation. In the WT HBc context without an E46A mutation, SVC171 and SVC173GG exhibited no difference in HBV DNA synthesis (17) .
Rationale 5. By replacing one glutamic acid with one alanine at amino acid 46, 113, or 117 in mutant 173GG, we were essentially removing one negative charge (Fig. 3B) . The fact that removing only one negative charge at position 46 or 117 was sufficient to rescue its shorter DNA phenotype suggests that such a replication defect could be caused by a shortage of only one positive charge in mutant 173GG. In other words, we speculated that a minimum length of HBc 1-172, instead of HBc 1-173, could be sufficient for WT-like DNA replication. (Fig. 3) , the replication activity of ARD II mutant SVC173/R157A/R158A can be enhanced by the single mutations E46A, E113A, and E117A. The experimental design of transfection and Southern blot analysis was similar to that described in the legends to Fig. 1 and 3. (A) Combinations of these mutations did not further enhance the HBV DNA signal. On the contrary, triple rescue with E46A, E113A, and E117A reduced the replication activity in at least three independent experiments. (B) Heat denaturation experiments revealed that, despite the absence of full-length RC DNA signal, a weak signal of full-length SS DNA of the parental mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A could be detected after heat denaturation. Unlike the other two rescued mutants, 173RR/R157A/R158A/E46A and 173RR/R157A/R158A/E117A, mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A/E113A displayed no signals at the full-length RC DNA position, while its ssDNA synthesis appeared to be rescued efficiently.
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HBc 172 is indeed wild type-like.
To test this idea, we created a truncated core mutant, SVC 172 (Fig. 6A) , and cotransfected it with plasmid 1903 into Huh7 cells. As shown in the Southern blot in Fig. 6B , mutant SVC 172 indeed had a WTlike DNA phenotype similar to those of the full-length SVC WT and the truncated core mutant SVC 173. We also noted that the pattern of replicative intermediates of SVC171 appeared to be a "shift down" from the wild-type HBV pattern. A similar shift-down pattern was noted in mutants E46A/ SVC171 and E46A/SVC169 (Fig. 5B) . This kind of shift-down pattern was observed before in mutant 164, which could preferentially package spliced viral RNA for reverse transcription (17) . Again, all mutant capsids from cell lysates were found to be stable by Western blot analysis (Fig. 6B, bottom) . In summary, the minimum length of HBc protein required for fulllength WT-like DNA synthesis was 172 amino acids. It remains to be investigated whether the phosphorylation potential at serine-170 could explain the lack of full-length RC DNA synthesis in mutant 171.
Rationale 6. We demonstrated previously that balanced electrostatic interaction is important for RNA packaging and capsid stability in vivo and in vitro (17, 22) . Here, arginine-deficient ARD IV and ARD II mutants 173GG and 173RR/R157A/R158A displayed DNA replication defects (Fig. 1) , which could be rescued by a charge rebalance approach (Fig. 3 and 4) . We therefore asked if such a replication defect or its charge-rebalanced rescue could be a direct consequence of capsid stability, which may not be detectable by Western blot analysis of intracellular capsids in cell lysates. To address this issue, we performed an in vitro capsid disassembly/reassembly assay as reported previously (22) .
In vitro capsid disassembly/reassembly. We prepared E. coli-expressed wild-type and mutant capsids, including HBc 183, 173RR, 173GG, 173GG/E46A, 173GG/E113A, and 173GG/E117A. As shown in Fig. 7 , these capsids were digested with or without micrococcal nuclease. The capsid-associated RNA in the agarose gel was stained with SYBR green II (top), and the capsid-associated protein of the same gel was later restained with Sypro Ruby (bottom). The encapsidated RNA of E. coli origin disappeared after nuclease treatment (top), and capsid stability with or without encapsidated RNA was measured by the ratio of Sypro Ruby staining with or without nuclease treatment.
As reported previously (22) , capsid disassembly due to the putative positive-charge repulsion was observed in capsids 183 and 173RR (Fig. 7, bottom) . The number 0.1728 indicates that only 17.28% of the wild-type capsids survived the nuclease treatment (i.e., 82.72% of capsids 183 fell apart upon the loss of RNA). Similarly, 64.02% of mutant 173RR capsids remained intact after nuclease treatment, indicating that approximately 47% (64% Ϫ 17%) of charge repulsion was from HBc FIG. 5 . In addition to electrostatic interaction, the size (length) of the HBV core protein, in the context of E46A mutation, can also affect viral DNA replication. (A) The same mutation, E46A, was introduced into different core contexts, SVCWT, SVC173GG, SVC171, and SVC169. Although SVC171 has the same charge content as SVC173GG, the former is shorter than the latter by two glycine residues. (B) The mutants were assayed by cotransfection and Southern blot analysis as described in the legend to Fig. 1C . The sizes of RC DNA products appeared to gradually increase when the length of HBc was increased. (Bottom) Mutant capsids collected from cell lysates were as stable as wild-type capsids by Western blot analysis.
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on October 24, 2017 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ amino acids 174 to 183. In contrast to wild-type 183 and mutant 173RR capsids, approximately 94% of 173GG capsids remained intact, despite the complete digestion of their encapsidated RNA. This was most likely due to the loss of proposed intersubunit positive-charge repulsion between ARD IV of 173GG icosahedral particles in close contact (22) . When 173GG capsids with a second E-to-A mutation at position 46, 113, or 117 were added, only 173GG/E117A capsids reverted to a pattern similar to that of 173RR capsids (i.e., capsid stability partially depends on the presence of encapsidated RNA). Similar to 173GG capsids, capsids 173GG/E113A and 173GG/E46A maintained similar Sypro Ruby patterns with or without nuclease treatment, indicating that their capsid stability did not depend on the presence of encapsidated RNA. Relative to mutations E46A and E113A, mutation E117A is the most efficient in the rescue of full-length relaxed-circle DNA synthesis (Fig. 3 and 4) . Coincidentally, mutation E117A is also the one that can restore the RNA-dependent capsid stability of mutant 173GG/E117A in a manner similar to those of the replication-competent wild type and mutant 173RR (Fig. 7, bottom) .
DISCUSSION

Serine phosphorylation of HBc protein.
HBc is known to be phosphorylated in vivo (26, 29) . Serine phosphorylation at the C terminus of the hepadnaviral core protein is associated with conformational changes at the C terminus (39) and is well known to influence several important viral functions. For example, phosphorylation of human HBc is important for RNA encapsidation (11, 15) and DNA replication (14, 17, 19, 39, 40) . Serine dephosphorylation has also been reported to be crucial for mature RC form DNA accumulation (2) . It is known that extracellular capsids are hypophosphorylated while intracellular capsids are hyperphosphorylated (24, 26) . Most likely, dephosphorylation of HBc could contribute to the genome maturation signal for virion release (33) .
If phosphorylation of HBc plays such a central role in the HBV life cycle as summarized above, then what could be the relationship between serine phosphorylation and our proposed hypothesis of balanced electrostatic interaction? Previously, we hypothesized that serine phosphorylation or dephosphoryla- tion, which creates or removes negative charges within the arginine-rich domain, could help modulate electrostatic interaction and thus alter capsid stability or dynamics (17, 22) .
During the first-strand (minus-strand) DNA synthesis after pgRNA encapsidation, the RNase H in the polymerase concomitantly degrades the pregenomic RNA, and the total amount of negative charge from the nucleic acid (RNA plus DNA) remains more or less constant. However, during the second-strand (plus-strand) synthesis, the total amount of negative charge from the relaxed-circle DNA is significantly increased. It is perhaps at this point that serine dephosphorylation occurs in order to counterbalance the increase in negative charge from the nascent plus-strand DNA synthesis within the capsid. Up to a point, when the increasing negative charge from the elongating plus-strand DNA can no longer be offset by dephosphorylation, capsid instability and conformational change will follow. There are two potential outcomes from this point on. One is to trigger the genome maturation signal (33) , which presumably can be transduced from the capsid interior to the exterior via a hydrophobic pocket (23, 30) , leading to virion secretion. The other outcome is for the capsids with a charge imbalance to undergo further conformational rearrangement and exposure of the nuclear localization signal (NLS). These metastable capsids could then traffic to the nucleus and dock on nuclear pores, eventually leading to capsid disassembly and discharge of the more mature relaxed circular genome into the nucleus for synthesis of covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA).
Nuclear localization signals. The C terminus of HBc has been localized to the capsid interior (42) , but the structure of HBc 144-183 is not known (6, 7, 32, 36) . The ARD of HBc 150-183 bears amino acid sequence similarity to NLS motifs. In the DHBV transfection system, a defect in virus production has been attributed to a defective NLS (18) . Therefore, the replication defect of our arginine-deficient mutants (Fig. 1) could be interpreted as being due to a disrupted NLS of HBc capsids instead of being due to charge imbalance.
We consider this interpretation highly unlikely for the following reasons. (i) If the short DNA phenotype is a direct consequence of the loss of NLS, it is difficult to imagine how E46A, E113A, and E117A could independently restore or regenerate de novo a functional NLS in situ. (ii) We noted that in the previous report (18) , the NLS knockout mutant of DHBV changed HBc amino acids from RRK to GGE. Therefore, the replication defect of this particular NLS mutant could equally be interpreted as being due to charge imbalance. (iii) DNA replicating capsids are known to be localized in the cytoplasm (19, 31) . The event of HBc trafficking to the nucleus could be more closely related to cccDNA synthesis, rather than having any immediate effect on the overall cytoplasmic HBV DNA synthesis in the transient-transfection system. (iv) SVC 172 is replication competent (Fig. 6B) , despite the fact that its ARD IV of HBc 172-175 is not intact (Fig. 6A) . (v) To date, the existing reports about the exact locations of the HBc NLS remain contradictory (9, 28, 37) .
Negative-versus positive-charge repulsion. Previously, we hypothesized the existence of intersubunit positive-charge repulsion between the ARDs of HBc in close contact in the assembled icosahedral particles (22) . In addition, we demonstrated that polyanions, irrespective of their secondary structures and chemical natures, can induce efficient in vitro capsid reassembly (22) . Here, based on the experimental results of our charge rebalance approach ( Fig. 3 and 4) , we proposed the existence of negative-charge repulsion between the acidic side chains of amino acids 46, 113, and 117 and the negatively charged phosphate groups of the elongating HBV DNA (or, less likely, the phosphorylated serines of HBc). In the case of wild-type HBV, such a negative-charge repulsion between viral DNA and glutamic acids of the HBc protein can be minimized in the presence of sufficient positive charge from the ARD. However, in the cases of arginine-deficient mutants (e.g., SVC173GG and SVC173/ R157A/R158A), when the truncated arginine tail contains insufficient positive charge, DNA synthesis is disturbed by negativecharge repulsion, and neither ssDNA nor RC DNA can be elongated efficiently, leading to a short DNA phenotype ( Fig. 1C ; 3B, D, and E; 4A and B; 5B; and 6B).
Charge imbalance: excessive positive charge can be better tolerated than excessive negative charge. How can the charge balance hypothesis explain the fact that mutants E46A, E113A, and E117A, in the context of wild-type HBc, exhibited no apparent defect in replication? Based on our working hypothesis, we speculate that HBc capsids can better tolerate positive charge in excess than negative charge in excess. For example, the full-length wild-type HBV is replication competent, despite the fact that it contains three arginines more than the replication-competent HBc mutant 173RR (Fig. 1, 3 , 4, and 6) (17, 20) . In other words, wild-type HBV has positive charge in excess. Similarly, mutants E46A, E113A, and E117A, after the loss of only one negative charge, have even more positive charge in excess than wild-type HBV.
Dynamic electrostatic interaction between the ARD and the acidic residues in the assembly domain? It is tempting to speculate that arginine residues at the C terminus of HBc could interact electrostatically with glutamic acids at positions 46, 113, and 117. Indeed, consistent with our current results, HBV replication has been shown to be tolerant of substitutions with neutral amino acids at positions 113 and 117 (16) . In contrast, the glutamic acid-to-lysine mutations E113K and E117K appeared to be lethal and exhibited neither RNA encapsidation nor DNA synthesis (16) . These results lend further support to our speculation of potential electrostatic interactions between glutamic acids 46, 113, and 117 and arginines in the ARD of WT HBc during RNA encapsidation and DNA synthesis.
We further speculate that such a charge-charge interaction or binding could be specific and reversible, depending on the dynamic charge content in the capsid interior. For example, during the plus-strand DNA synthesis, the amount of negative charge gradually builds up. Serine dephosphorylation from the ARD, as well as the dissociation of binding between the ARD and the acidic residues in the assembly domain, may be involved, possibly sequentially, in buffering excessive negative charges in the capsid interior.
Capsid stability and replication activity. In this paper, capsid stability was measured by the in vitro nuclease treatment assay (Fig. 7) tive, yet the steady-state level of its capsids was higher than that of wild-type HBV (Fig. 1C and 3B , D, and E). On the other hand, mutant 173RR/R157A/R158A is replication defective, and its steady-state level of intracellular capsids was significantly reduced ( Fig. 1 and 4) . We can also examine the relationship between HBV DNA replication activity and in vitro capsid stability after nuclease treatment. Wild-type HBc capsids exhibited capsid instability after the removal of encapsidated RNA by nuclease treatment (Fig. 7) (22) . As shown in Fig. 3 , we observed that E117A could rescue the RC DNA synthesis of mutant 173GG, while as shown in Fig. 7 , we observed that E117A could restore RNAdependent capsid stability in vitro. Therefore, in the case of mutant 173GG/E117A, the rescued replication activity and the restored RNA-dependent capsid stability appeared to be correlated. On the other hand, in the case of mutant 173GG/ E46A, the rescue of replication activity (Fig. 3) did not have any apparent correlation with the RNA-dependent capsid stability (Fig. 7) . It is noteworthy that the in vitro nuclease treatment/capsid stability assay has no polymerase, authentic pregenomic RNA, and host factors required for viral DNA synthesis in vivo. Therefore, the in vivo DNA replication and genome maturation assay of Huh7 cells ( Fig. 3 and 4 ) cannot be fairly compared with the in vitro capsid stability system using E. coli-expressed capsids (Fig. 7) .
Our experimental results reported here provided support for the notion that balanced electrostatic interaction is crucial for full-length HBV DNA synthesis. Previously, we also reported that balanced electrostatic interactions are crucial for capsid assembly, stability, and RNA encapsidation in vitro and in vivo (17, 22) . It remains to be tested whether dynamic electrostatic interactions could affect capsid conformation, serine dephosphorylation, capsid trafficking, nuclear import, and virion release.
